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Abstract
A study was made in the world market regarding basic and basic necessity
products. A study was done that can both influence blockchain networks, smart
contracts and robotization in industries by producing basic and basic necessity
products. Research shows that the global product market is dominated and
monopolized, the products are made to run out and only supply consumerism.
The application of intelligence in medium-sized industries that are willing to
improve their product quality-price can be the solution of the world monopoly of
basic products, making an equal market and totally accessible. You can create a
token or a stablecoin backed by each product and facilitate all kinds of
transactions breaking conventional barriers.

https://www.nydronia.com

1. Introduction
The world since time immemorial has been broken in many areas, due to the negligence
of people who gradually took over everything, the strongest and most intelligent took
advantage of others. Worldwide, the lack of transparency and the lack of franchise totally
reigns in the market for any product and service, spreading consumerism and spreading
all kinds of strategies to sell products that are created to end up and take advantage "as
always" of the least informed.
Nydronia is a token that comes to influence in a positive way and to contribute ideas and
aid to companies, industries, producers that are emerging, the so-called medium and
small companies applying all kinds of technologies for deep optimization, in order to
create products for a globalized common good and breaking all those disinformation
barriers by all consumers. People will have icons such as: Why are these products
cheaper? How can Nydronia make cheap products and maintain production? Why have
big industries lied to us? How can I win with Nydronia? The answers are simple and we
have the opportunity with Nydronia to change the world.

2. What is NYDRONIA?
It is a created token that works as a stable currency that will be backed by commodities
and mass use. It was added to the Eth network (Erc20) with the intention of innovating in
the global market.
We came to break paradigms and myths within the global market with the intention of
cleaning and restructuring the market in a competitive way, giving importance to the
application of technology such as: Blockchain networks, smart contracts and application
of robotics in medium and small companies, industries, producers and anywhere where a
code network can be applied with the benefit of optimization in all sectors.
Nydronia is the best investment to get dividends from your investment,
because its price will never be devalued because it is supported by
commodities and every time a product is added to its support, our entire
community will be informed to profit from the price difference. Each product
created by Nydronia will endorse the token and finally give it added value!
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3. Why do we come?
We are a group of traders, producers, entrepreneurs, crypto professionals, import
network, sales experts, and people eager to work together under a banner called
Nydronia. We come with a positive intention and wanting to influence the global market
with offers and discounts to our customers through our token.
We will go nation by nation adapting and adapting all our equipment to the market in the
respective nation, giving our community the opportunity to positively influence the buying
and selling of their country through Nydronia. We came to break paradigms and myths
about product prices worldwide, creating our own products to clean up the global market.

4. Inpiration
We are inspired by the new technologies created by the human being that in the long run
can give excellent results to the world and facilitate the life of the human being in all
areas. Nydronia is inspired to optimize and maximize the way we see and do things, she
is inspired to achieve a global good.
We are focused on working hard and forming great alliances, agreements and any type
of deal that is beneficial for all, we are focused on creating and investing in the creation
of new technologies that come to innovate and break all kinds of paradigms. We are
inspired to create a new world where the token-product relationship exists, where the
token can be used and give reliability because a physical product gives it its value. The
new stage of technology must be used for human benefit and Nydronia will be a pioneer
of all that technology that can give great help to humanity.
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5. Vision
Nydronia is a visionary token and with the following characteristics:
Transparency: The application of blockchain networks to any work environment gives
total transparency and great reliability

Decentralized: Nydronia is a token that was created to be fully decentralized, that its
operations and its traceability is whoever defines the token.

Trust: Trust is essential for any token and Nydronia is no exception, with the simple way
of having a Nydronia token you will always be winning, you just have to trust. Win-Win:
By having Nydronia you will always be winning, eventually the token
will be backed by investing everything gathered to intervene in the market. Innovative:
The simple fact of being a token which its first characteristic is to apply all kinds of
technologies makes it innovative, Nydronia will be a pioneer and will base its logistics on
new technologies to make the world easier for human beings.

Affordable International Registry: Blockchain is a decentralized network that knows
no borders.

Versatility of documentation types: There is no limitation on the format selected to
register intellectual property. Simple, fast and secure solutions.

Proof of existence and public ownership: The public nature of blockchain makes
the proof international, public and 100% transparent.
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6. Physical Product
Global sales, supply and demand for food, alcohol and even cleaning products have
existed since trade began in the Neolithic era around 9000 BC. The products over the
years were improving their quality, quantity and even variety, currently consumption is
totally gigantic with voracious competition between companies to create or make a
product of quality, price and quantity. That's where NYDRONIA comes in to make a
difference with its different way of creating, making and selling products.
The NYDRONIA token will be backed by each product of our line called NYDRA-LINEA,
by the company NYDRONIA C.A. Main products of the NYDRA-LINEA line (5 examples):
NICARON: In the alcohol branch we have NICARON, our main player in the market. It is
a rum made from sugar cane, yeast, cocoa, a special blend of extract from a combination
of barrels and a secret ingredient.
NIDRO PAN: In the food branch we have NIDRO PAN, our main actor in this branch. It is
precooked corn-based flour, with which you can make tamales, cachapas and arepas.
NYDRORICE: In the food branch we have NYDRORICE, with this product adds in the
food branch the contributions of quality rice and accessibility.
SUGARRYA: Sugar 100% refined and with high quality, price and quantity. It is destined
to the food line and to flatter the life of our community, the best sugar in the world is
Sugarrya.
CHOCONYA: a chocolate 100% of Venezuelan cocoa, which adds a special flavor to the
food line. The variety of products that support Nydronia will give you a value not only
added, but a taste of each nation.
Mainly 5 products with high competitiveness in quality-price will be launched on the
market. This will happen after the initial token sale, with worldwide sale on our official
site.
In a second round, just 2 months after launching the first products, 5 more products will
be added. From the second round, more products will be added eventually
(manufacturing time may vary), increasing the value of the token substantially.
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7. NIA Allocation
Total Supply: 100 Millions.

NIA Distribution

10%
30%

10%

Pre Sale
Public Sale
Airdrop

Marketing
10%

Reserve

40%

8. Token Appreciation
NYDRONIA or NIA, is the name of our token or stablecoin. The amount of tokens created
and the name was preserved with our team, the numbers of tokens are aimed directly at
impacting the market on their usability. With a great possibility of having no commission
and making your transactions totally free, we offer this as a token.
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The breakdown of the tokens is as follows:
Total number of tokens: 100,000,000
Total number of tokens on Pre Sale: 30,000,000
Total number of tokens Public Sale: 10,000,000
Total number of tokens Airdrop&Bounty: 40,000,000
Total number of tokens Marketing and promotion: 10,000,000
Total number of tokens reserve for team: 10,000,000
1 TOKEN = X QUANTITY OF PRODUCTS OF OUR LINE
The first commercialization will have 5 products.
A quantity of a type of product will go to support the token, those products will be sold
in Nydronia to merchants or any other cryptocurrency (BTC, ETH, LTC, BCH) the
money raised will go directly to intervene in the market, increasing its price.
Product cost:
Nicaron estimated cost (% discount) = $ 1.25
Nidro pan estimated cost (% discount) = $ 0.50
Nydrorice estimated cost (% discount) = $ 0.50
Sugarrya estimated cost (% discount) = $ 0.55
Choconya estimated cost (% discount) = $ 1
1 TOKEN = $ 3.80 BACKED BY 5 MAIN PRODUCTS.
Without taking into account the next products for your support and without taking into
account the value of this token if it fluctuates in a purely commercial and physical
market.
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9. Technology
Certainly blockchain technology plays a very important role today, especially in the
economic and financial world. And it is that, thanks to it, the creation and implementation
of cryptocurrencies could become a reality. But its potential and applications go much
further. Blockchain technology can be applied and used in almost all areas of today's
society; among them, the industrial and production systems. Very soon, in the new digital
ecosystem in which we live today, millions of devices, machines, products and customers
may be interconnected with each other. It is the so-called Internet of Things Universe.
Everything absolutely everything will be connected to a network, be it the Internet or our
home network. And in this case, the use of such a reliable technology, as the blockchain
has proven to be, will allow the management of all that information and data shared on
the network in a secure, authentic and confidential way. Counting with the certainty that
they will not be modified at any time and by any actor. Without a doubt, the path towards
global and total connectivity is the one that is being traveled today. With its risks and
potential, communication between machines will soon be possible when they require it.
And to control this process, the implementation and use of blockchain technology and its
smart contracts will be essential. This is because these elements may establish the
conditions for requesting and sending information. All this without the need for human
physical intervention, more than for the initial programming of the contracts that are
required. One of the greatest potential that blockchain technology has is that it
guarantees a unique, transparent and reliable way to register and store any type of data
and information. Furthermore, it is immutable and fully auditable, making it a completely
secure and efficient technology. And although at present this technology is still in a stage
of development and new discoveries, there is no doubt that it will be a key and
fundamental piece in the automated processes of industries, companies and producers.
And that new implementations and business methodologies may emerge from it. Thus,
the blockchain technology applied to the Industry will make possible the digitization and
systematization of all processes, making them faster, more efficient and flexible, and
optimizing financial resources. Allowing the manufacture of high quality products that
meet the needs of customers and society with reduced costs. The mass production of a
product will not be required, if customers do not require it. So it is possible to individually
manufacture a product, or to make one with thousands of different configurations to suit
each need.
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10. Problem
1. Most companies, industries and producers use a totally obsolete and old system, they
are prone to scams, negligence and corruption.

2. Traders can usually get a better profit ratio by selling the product.
3. Generally people buy a product that can be of better quality and price.
4. The world is losing the great advantages that using bloackchain networks can be.
5. No one has created a token that is backed by products, that is, the Product-Nydronia
relationship.

6. No one has created a token to invest in innovation aimed at creating a better qualityprice of products.

7. The global market is built in a single way that only feeds the richest.
8. The world is going through totally strong situations and production is low, due to the
lack of workers.

9. Much of the world has no idea that it is a cryptocurrency.
10. Sanctions and barriers.
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11. Solutions
1. Nydronia's alliance with any entity can facilitate the way of working in all
sectors thanks to the application of technologies, highlighting blockchain
networks.
2. Due to the great optimization of the companies, products of less cost are
obtained, which can easily be competitive against the others and can be
purchased by any merchant who pays with our token or cryptocurrency.
3. The products that are going to be obtained in the companies due to the
application of technologies will be of quality and price, that when they are on
sale to the public they themselves will realize.
4. The creation of Nydronia is based on a roadmap where it begins with entities
that want to work with Nydronia or by virtue of it those that are owned by
Nydronia, in all these places the application of blockchain networks is
imminent. We will be the guarantors of this type of technology and its
application, as well as its spread. The way of working of us, will make an
explosion in the other companies to incur this new way of managing any
entity.
5. Nydronia has been created to have a direct relationship with products for a
common and global good.
6. Nydronia has infinities of things to do and achieve in the physical world, with the
simple fact of us forming alliances, improving the market and making everyone win,
it is to create even more technology and advance in a simpler world for the human
being .
7. Nydronia is a token that came to break paradigms and myths in the global market,
making it fully competitive.
8. The application of new technologies financed by Nydronia can be the solution, the
robotics and fully computerized machines that can do the work of a human in
moments that he is absent, in addition to the advantage that he continues to pay
the salary of the person who works in a certain job.
9. We as cryptocurrency are going to start a great campaign for the knowledge of the
nations, we will have technical assistance, advertising and advisers who will make
a world where cryptocurrencies reign more quickly since their usability is imminent
in the future.
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10. Nydronia can be used by everyone in any place, time and circumstance. We are a
digital token and with a lot of value, which will provide quite a few solutions to
everyone.

12. Advantages
Improve the traceability of systems:
With the implementation of blockchain technology, manufacturers will be able to have
control and knowledge about their products and their manufacturing. In this way they can
create quick and convenient solutions in the event of any type of situation. For example,
they will be able to track and follow all parts of a production line, thus avoiding common
mistakes. This thanks to the native and natural tokenization of each element produced.
Accessibility and transparency throughout the data network:
If it is well known, or even famous, for something, blockchain technology is for its ability
to store an incredible amount of data and information, to which, if it is public, any user
can have access if they wish. However, said information may not be modified, deleted or
altered by any user once it has been stored within the blockchain. In other words, this
technology is completely transparent and immutable. Qualities that can be of great
benefit in the handling and control of products and in their manufacturing process. For
example, in cold chains, food distribution, the use of autonomous vehicles, among
others. The management of information through the blockchain will allow the large
amount of data that is frequently generated in the industries, to be processed and verified
correctly and reliably. And with this, carry out timely analyzes that allow the identification
of patterns, errors or possible future failures; improving the efficiency of the product or
the quality of the services offered to customers.
Connectivity and direct communication:
The implementation of blockchain technology in industrial processes will make possible
the integration of the physical world with the digital world and vice versa. This integration
will allow the capture and storage of important data, or the application of algorithms that
present feasible solutions for real problems, and that facilitate decision-making and the
execution of actions. Consequently, connectivity will also allow direct and synchronized
communication between all parties involved, facilitating automation and agility in all
production processes.
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Process automation:
Thanks to the possibility of creating Smart Contracts or smart contracts within the
blockchain, companies will be able to program direct and specific orders to the supply
chain or other areas of the industry. For example, for the production,supply, blocking or
cancellation of products, among others, through these smartcontracts. Furthermore, the
implementation of blockchain technology together with he Internet of Things (IoT) will
allow the creation of an efficient machine-to-machine
(M2M) communication and production environment. Tokenization will allow for
better interaction between devices. For example, for the capture or reception of important
data and information, for the coordination of production processes, for the deployment of
services remotely, among many others. Generating fast and timely responses in real time
according to your schedule.
Security and protection of processes and information:
The benefits of blockchain technology in terms of privacy and data protection are also
well known. This is thanks to the fact that the blockchain implements cryptography and
encryption to guarantee the protection and integrity of the data and information that is
shared and managed through it. In addition, being a decentralized technology that does
not operate from a single server or a main server, the points of failure and vulnerability of
the system are greatly reduced.
Ease of sale and financing to intervene in the market:
Due to the great way of managing and applying all kinds of technologies, the large
number of products will have a highly competitive price and high marketability, resulting
in their sale in large quantities to stores and large stores. Administration and all kinds of
operations will be based on blockchain networks.
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13. Global references
Investment in robotics and drone systems worldwide will reach 128.7 billion dollars this
2020, representing a growth of 17.1% compared to last year. As it appears from the data
handled by the IDC consultancy, that spending that will go to robotics and drones
throughout this year will increase by 17.1% worldwide. A growth that will continue over
the next few years so that, in 2023, this investment will reach 241.4 billion dollars,
representing a compound annual growth rate of 19.8%.
In December 2019, a study jointly conducted by cointelegraph consulting and swiss
blockchain company Insolar estimated that implementing blockchain in supply chains
could save companies in Western Europe $ 450 billion in logistics-related costs.
Experts Gomes and Velasco concluded that the use of blockchain for the registration of
intellectual property is merely one more tool to prove being the first to register an idea or
product. In the event of a conflict, a judge would be the person in charge of deciding who
is the owner of the intellectual property, blockchain «simply» offers a truthful, verifiable,
transparent, public, fast and immutable test thanks to its technology.
The blockchain energy market analysis report contains all analytical and statistical
reports on market overview, growth, demand and forecast research with a solid overview
and solution in the composite world of the industry in blockchain energy. On blockchain
energy market research report highlights include the key market dynamics of the sector.
Various definitions and classifications of industry applications and chain structure are
given with ascending raw materials, sourcing strategy and intermediate buyers. This
energy blockchain market research report focuses on key manufacturer profiles in detail
with granular analysis of market share, production technology, market entry strategies,
revenue forecasts, and regional market analysis. In addition, the main strategic activities
in the market are discussed, which include product developments, mergers and
acquisitions, partnerships.
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14. Innovation
Innovation is essential in this project. The ideas and proposals are the soul and organ of
our token, as a great team our ideas lead to revolutionize in the fields of: Distribution,
export, import, technology and cost-quality ratio in products.
At the global level it has been executed in companies and production; blockchain and
smart contracts to effectively account for your assets, resulting in great overall
optimization. The use of smart contracts or blockchain network for the optimization of the
production, export and import of both raw materials and products is essential to be more
precise when obtaining a product, optimizing expenses and time in a transparent way.
We have the advantage of applying this type of technology from scratch that will help us
explosively in the construction of a new globalized and connected economy under the
same name as Nydronia.
Innovation in terms of technology is essential for any project, we are going to go into the
robotization of medium and small industries. With the logistics obtained, each company
that works with Nydronia or the company that is going to be built from scratch will be
intervened, the application of this type of technology will save a large sum of expenses,
which directly influence the price of the product in the market.
When we speak of innovating we speak in general, producers, consumers and
merchants are the main players in the market for our token, they are the first
beneficiaries. We offer our entire community constant innovation (forms of payment,
offers, rewards, discounts, technology). The way of paying in a transparent way that we
will have will give explosiveness to the market. This will be the first factor for a dynamic
market of easy usability will be the first where we will take all our effort and time.
The integration of several companies in a linked way and working together to
obtain a true production and innovating in the way of making products, re-structuring
each of them to work one in function of another to minimize the expenses on imports and
activating the productive apparatus of each country in different developed or
undeveloped sectors.
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Home delivery is the highlight of Nydronia, we are in an era where deliveries to any place
have become of utmost importance. Distribution for Nydronia is one of the strong points
and behind all this service is the strong point that blockchain networks are protecting all
types of transactions, the year 2020 and 2021 will be the years where companies will
have to join this initiative. With greater force due to the present circumstances and due to
the prevention of possible scenarios with similarity or similar scenarios, Nydronia already
has the main idea and is coming to the fore with the market by applying innovative ideas.
Each branch will have a domiciliary service and distribution service nationwide
depending on where the branch is located, in addition Nydronia will have the advantage
of importing and exporting products from other countries that are highly commercial.
Nydronia is the union of several ideas forming a great idea, it is also an investment for
posterity and profit!

15. Idea
The main idea begins with the industries, companies, producers and any property of
NYDRONIA, which consists of applying a blockchain network to facilitate and optimize all
types of operations in any sector, generating an open source network where all
operations can be witnessed made. The application of robotics to optimize the labor
sector, obtaining as a result less expenses, more time and a deep optimization.
Obtaining as a consequence a product of better quality and price, which will be destined
to support the token through the sale of these products, requesting Nydronia, other
cryptocurrencies and fiat money as payment, these last two mentioned gathered and
then used to intervene in the market. Nydronia will incentivize merchants and food chains
with discounts and offers if they pay with their own token, opening a wide possibility for
normal and large stores to start accepting Nydronia to purchase cheaper products and
make a higher profit. The opening of branches in strategic places will give even more
dynamism to the name of Nydronia, because each branch will work as a headquarters in
that nation, having as services: Import, export, sale of products, customer service,
promoter, distributor and any service to facilitate the Industries-Nydronia, CompaniesNydronia, Producers-Nydronia and Comercios-Nydronia alliance. Through the
development of Nydronia in each nation, stores that only accept Nydronia will eventually
be opened, convenient for people who have tokens and want to buy much cheaper
products, although there is also the option of purchasing via the web on the sale page of
Nydronia.
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16. Expansion
Expansion in general terms is the action of occupying spaces or the effect of spreading in
both economic, technological, medical, cultural and even territorial spaces. Expansion for
this project is paramount and is where we will invest most of the time, logistics and effort.
The expansion and success of this project will be notable due to the foundations and
great commercial idea executed. Expansion is critical to a crypto project, it gives it
relevance, credibility and strength. Expansion is a success for our community and
reaching every inch of the planet is our reality.
Global expansion will begin nation by nation. Each nation will have a multi-functional
branch for import, export, customer service, loading and unloading (Products made in the
respective nation) and sales. Each branch will eventually be opened in each country
without breaking the laws of whose country and everything within the legal framework.
Through the development of a better NYDRONIA-NATION bond, stores will be opened
for the benefit of the community with all kinds of: Discounts, offers, bonuses and
opportunities. We will go nation by nation evaluating its internal market for basic products
and the use of cryptocurrencies to later settle in whose nation in order to participate in a
transparent and efficient way. Working with companies together for the creation,
massification and sale of products; applying all kinds of technologies to improve the
performance of each company and obtain as a result: Product improvement, less
expenses and dynamic sales. For each nation, a potentially commercial product will be
created in its internal market and it will work together with the specialized company from
whose country. Each nation will bring added value to Nydronia by giving a taste of each
part of the world to our project.
Our expansion must reach most of the businesses and most of these businesses work in
the traditional way (fiat money), we will offer all the advice necessary to work in a more
efficient way and update all that traditional format in a fully updated one . We offer you as
suppliers of our line at highly competitive market prices, with a single condition which is
to buy our products with Nydronia or any other cryptocurrency (which will be used to buy
Nydronia). This would feed the market in BUY-SELL, due to the high demand for
Nydronia that will be needed by businesses and exporters. The businesses that join our
community will have a personal advisor and all benefits from us, by joining they will
contribute with us under the banner of our great project. By selling a large portion of our
products in cryptocurrencies and fiat money, all the money raised will go to directly
intervene in the market to raise and maintain the price of each Nydronia token.
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17. Conclusion
In conclusion, this token comes to influence in a positive, efficient and daring way in the
global market, to break the price paradigm and to make a totally equal world. Nydronia
has many functions, which we want to take advantage of each one to the maximum and
expand as far as possible, that all take advantage of each of the benefits and
opportunities. We want to create a healthy market regarding basic products, that each
product has a seal and flavor of each nation, that this market breaks with conventional
markets and becomes the most recurring market worldwide. Behind Nydronia there is a
generalized thought that you can change the way of doing and creating things.
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